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Abstract: A highly dynamic competitive environment leads industrial companies to 
constantly re-evaluate their processes and strategies. Globalization, strong competition, as 
well as ever-evolving trends are putting pressure on businesses to increase their flexibility 
to respond immediately to these trends and to develop the ability to produce products based 
on consumer demands. Continued efforts for greater flexibility are supported by the Lean 
concept, which is considered one of the most efficient production concepts. Lean methods 
are a recognized traditional approach to eliminating waste and streamlining production 
processes. In recent years, a new Industry 4.0 paradigm has been defined. As a 
counterpoint to the usual methods, it brings new technological approaches. By integrating 
these two philosophies, it is possible to achieve strategic goals, reduce costs, increase 
competition, etc. The aim of the paper is to point out the possibilities of applying lean tools 
to eliminate waste in the assembly process. With the help of lean tools, the identified 
shortcomings and waste are eliminated, bottlenecks and inefficient flows in the production 
process are identified. In this paper, we point out the importance and need for the 
application of lean methods in industrial enterprises, in order to identify the causes of 
unnecessary waste of resources (e.g. material, human resources, financial resources, etc.). 
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1 Introduction 

In recent years, a new paradigm of Industry 4.0 has been defined, the so-called 
fourth industrial revolution with the potential to take production processes to the 
next level [1]. Industry 4.0, as a counterpoint to the usual methods, brings new 
technological approaches for companies. By integrating these two philosophies, 
especially into manufacturing companies, it is possible to achieve strategic goals, 
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reduce costs and increase competitiveness [2]. One of all possibilities is the lean 
manufacturing strategy. Lean manufacturing aims to reduce costs by removing 
value-added activities. Based on the Toyota manufacturing system, many lean 
manufacturing tools (e.g. Just in Time, Value Stream Mapping – VSM, etc.) are 
widely used in industrial manufacturing, including the automotive industry [3]. 

Industry 4.0 is characterized by a "blending of technology that blurs the 
boundaries between digital, physical and biological spheres" Industry 4.0 marks a 
shift in the manufacturing industry for digitization and decentralization of 
premises from production halls to office spaces and across enterprise networks 
[4]. The digital transformation of manufacturing is also affected by such trends as 
IoT, Industry 4.0, data and analytics, artificial intelligence and machine learning 
[5]. It also enables the creation of a smart network of machines, products, 
components, properties and systems throughout the value chain, thus forming a 
smart factory. Both of these approaches aim to increase productivity and 
flexibility [1]. Industry 5.0 is a new concept that focuses on collaborative 
collaboration between humans and machines. The goal is to create sustainable 
products and services [6]. 

2 Theoretical Review – Lean Tools and Waste 
Elimination 

Lean manufacturing is currently a manufacturing paradigm. The goal of lean 
manufacturing is to improve/optimize production processes in various areas, 
including reducing production costs [7], improving the quality of production 
processes [8], improving/shortening delivery times [8, 9], increasing flexibility 
[10], avoiding waste in processes [11], etc. Lean manufacturing emphasises visual 
control and transparency, which makes it easier to identify problems in the process 
[12]. 

The paper focuses on the elimination of waste in the production process by 
identifying unnecessary activities, streamlining the process using lean tools and 
techniques in accordance with the requirements of Industry 4.0. 

2.1 Waste – Characteristics, Types of Waste 

Waste (loss) is any activity (process, cost) that is performed in the production of 
products or in the implementation of a service, and which does not add value to 
the product and increases its costs [13]. Wastage is very wide and can occur in a 
variety of activities. Seven main types of waste are most frequently mentioned in 
the literature, under the acronym TIMWOOD [14]. A more detailed description of 
each type of waste can be found in Table 1. 
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Table 1 
Description of individual types of waste [based on: 15, 16, 17] 

Types of waste Description 

Transportation 

It includes any movement of materials that does not add any value to 
the product. Transportation between processing stage results in 
prolonging production cycle times, the inefficient use of labour and 
space. 

Inventory 
It means having unnecessarily high levels of raw materials, works-in-
process and finished products. Extra inventory leads to higher 
inventory financing costs, higher storage costs and higher defect rates. 

Motion 

It includes any unnecessary physical motions or walking by workers 
which divert them from actual processing work. This might include 
walking around the factory floor to look for a tool, or even 
unnecessary or difficult physical movements, due to poorly designed 
ergonomics, which slow down the workers. 

Waiting 

It is idle time for workers or machines due to bottlenecks or inefficient 
production flow on the factory floor. It includes small delays between 
processing of units. This waste occurs whenever goods are not moving 
or being worked on. 

Overproduction  
It is unnecessary to produce more than the customer demands, or 
producing it too early before it is needed. This increases the risk of 
obsolescence and the risk of producing the wrong thing. 

Overprocessing  

It is unintentionally doing more processing work than the customer 
requires in terms of product quality or features such as polishing or 
applying finishing in some areas of product that will not be seen by 
the customer. 

Defects  

In addition to physical defects which directly add to the costs of goods 
sold, this may include late delivery, production according to incorrect 
specifications, use of too much raw materials or generation of 
unnecessary scrap. 

In addition to these types of waste, waste also includes untapped human potential. 
This waste occurs when organizations separate the role of management from 
employees [18]. It follows from the above that the cause of waste can be, e.g. 
clutter, insufficient communication, poor planning, etc. This problem can be 
avoided by using various tools and methods such as VSM, Spaghetti diagram, or 
process analysis. 

2.2 Selected Lean Methods 

Lean manufacturing methods are a widely accepted traditional approach to 
eliminating waste and streamlining production processes [2]. The methods that 
have been selected for the purposes of research and publication form an active part 
of the everyday life of the researched industrial enterprises (see the sample of 
research). Industry 4.0, as a counterpoint to the usual methods, brings new 
technological approaches for companies. To realize the full potential of Industry 
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4.0, companies need to understand new technologies and their opportunities. To 
take advantage of all the opportunities offered by Industry 4.0, it is essential that 
the various systems are fully integrated with each other, otherwise it is possible 
that only 40-60% of their potential value will be captured [19]. Preliminary 
research shows that Industry 4.0 technologies can be integrated into selected lean 
manufacturing methods in order to make them more efficient. 

2.2.1 Spaghetti Diagram 

Spaghetti diagrams are Lean tools that can be used to identify wasted motion.  
A Spaghetti diagram is a visual tool that shows the physical movement of a “work 
object” such as a product, an employee or document,  through the processes in a 
value stream [20]. Fig. 1 shows an example of Spaghetti diagram. Lean Enterprise 
Institute defines Spaghetti diagram as diagram of the path taken by a product as it 
travels through the steps along a value stream. So-called because in a mass 
production organization the product’s route often looks like a plate of spaghetti 
[21]. 

 
Figure 1 

Example of Spaghetti diagram [21] 

This type of diagram allows to use different colours for various products, workers 
or technical means and track the movement at different times. After the analysis 
we can identify the movement lengths, number of movements, overlapping and 
crossing movements and their characteristics according to the chosen 
classification [22]. It is a quick and easy way to track distances of parts and people 
on the shop floor. Please note that the spaghetti diagram is, by itself, not an 
optimization method. It only gives you the current state data of the distances [23]. 
Applying the result of the Spaghetti diagram, we can identify inefficient 
movements and ineffective areas, eliminate the number of staff, and make changes 
in the work organisation or workstation layout [22]. 
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2.2.2 VSM – Value Stream Mapping 

Value Stream Mapping (VSM) or Value Stream Analysis is an analytical technique 
that is one of the basic methods of lean manufacturing philosophy. Based on 
Abdulmalek and Rajgopal [24] this map is used to identify sources of waste and to 
identify lean tools for reducing the waste. Value stream mapping is a Lean 
management method that allows you to visualize, analyze and improve all the 
steps in a product delivery process. A value stream map displays all the important 
steps of your work process necessary to deliver value from start to finish. It allows 
you to visualize every task that your team works on and provides single glance 
status reports about each assignment's progress [25]. 

 
Figure 2 

Example of Value Stream Maping [26] 

Value stream mapping is an analytical tool that is considered one of the most 
effective in optimizing production. It monitors all activities that add and do not 
add value for the customer. When creating a map of the flow of values, it is 
essential to state the parameters characterizing the individual processes. These 
parameters serve as performance indicators, based on which we can determine 
whether the process is in the desired state [27]. 

Industry 4.0 leads to an interconnected production environment where it is 
possible to monitor and share data in real time. By applying Auto-ID technology it 
is possible to immediately identify an object, with the help of Big Data it is 
possible to analyze a large amount of data, which facilitates their consolidation 
[28]. VSM, which constantly receives new data and information from the receipt 
of the order through the production process to the sending of the order, can 
effectively guide the entire flow and constantly identify waste. Such intelligent 
process control lays the foundation for optimizing production processes, thus 
enabling the flow of values of several possible alternatives to be mapped [2]. 

VSM, which is based on the support of Industry 4.0 technologies, has better 
transparency thanks to constant monitoring of the value chain in real-time, which 
leads to greater flexibility in the decision making process [28]. 

Value stream mapping helps identify possible instead of losses, bottlenecks, 
weaknesses and reasons for inefficient flows anywhere in the enterprise [3]. 
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The benefits of value stream mapping are [22]: 

• With the help of VSM, you can identify wasteful activities. 
• VSM provides a clear view of the work process - where value-adding and 

non-value-adding stages form. A good practice is also to visualize how 
long it takes for work items to go through them. 

• VSM highlights the current workflow and brings the focus on future 
improvement. 

2.2.3 Yamazumi Chart 

To achieve a customer driven value stream it is important to design the production 
or manufacturing system to be consistent with the pace at which the customer is 
demanding a part or product. This pace is often referred to as the “Takt time” [3, 
27]. Takt time or clock time is the basic indicator of lean manufacturing. Takt 
Time may be defined based on the market demand and the time available for 
production, that is, it is about the pace of production necessary to answer the 
demand. It is the result of the ratio of work time available by slot and the number 
of units for production [29]. Yamazumi chart is a Japanese method designed to 
visualize the time data of activities identified in the analyzed process. The data is 
displayed in the form of a bar graph with a color resolution of activities based on 
their inclusion in the identified categories [3]. According to Semjon & Evin [30], 
the Yamazumi chart is: “a folded column graph showing the balance of the load 
cycle time between several operators on the assembly line. It may be made for one 
or more assembly line products.” Sabadka et all, [31] characterizes the Yamazumi 
chart as a bar chart that shows the total cycle time for each operator when 
performing their process in the production flow. 

3 Data and Research Methodology 

In the previous chapters, selected methods of lean manufacturing used in 
automotive companies operating in the Slovak Republic were presented (since 
they are multinational corporations with representation in several countries around 
the world). The presented results are based on research tasks performed in 
industrial companies belonging to the automotive segment and their supply chains. 
The survey was conducted on a sample of 13 companies selected at random.  
The aim of the survey was to determine the level of application of lean methods in 
order to eliminate waste in the production process in order to increase the 
efficiency of the investigated processes. The results are shown in Figure 4, the 
findings were obtained during long-term analysis and cooperation within the 
frame of cooperation with these companies in research projects. 
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Figure 4 

Lean manufacturing methods usage in Automotive (source: own processing based on several surveys) 

From the graph (Figure 4) we have shown that methods such as Ishikawa 
Diagram, Pareto Analysis, JIT, 6S and Kanban are used in the automotive industry 
sufficiently, which may either be their simplicity of application, or relation to the 
requirements of standards that are obligatory on the automotive industry. Method 
Andon and Standardization is used in enterprises, but in some cases only in 
selected workplaces. The VSM method as well as the Yamazumi and Spaghetti 
diagrams are poorly utilized in the enterprises surveyed. Based on an extensive 
review of the existing literature and authors' evaluations, Table 2 shows a matrix 
to illustrate which I4.0 tools can be used to support the lean methods and tools 
analyzed. The tools were selected based on a review of academic and corporate 
publications [28]. 

Table 2 
Lean methods and Industry 4.0 tools linking matrix [based on: 28] 

 Lean 
methods 

JIT
/ 

JIS 
Kanban VS

M 

 VM 

I4.0 tools  5 S Andon 
Human-computer interaction 
(HCI) 

 x x x x 

Digital object memory x     
Digital twin/simulation x x x x  
Cloud computing x  x   
Real-time computing x x x x x 
Big data & data analytics x x x   

In the case study, we point out the importance and need for the application of the 
examined methods in companies, because they make it possible to identify the 
causes of unnecessary waste of resources. The VSM, Yamazumi chart and 
Spaghetti chart helps identify losses, bottlenecks and inefficient flows in the 
production process. 
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4 Lean Tools Application for Waste Elimination – 
Company Case Study 

This part of the paper will deal with the systematic identification and elimination 
of waste and inefficiency by the application of selected lean manufacturing 
methods in the context of Industry 4.0 technologies. In order to meet the 
requirements of lean manufacturing and to be able to produce efficiently and at the 
lowest cost, we chose to use lean manufacturing methods in the analysis of the 
selected assembly process and based on the results of the analysis propose 
solutions to eliminate waste and streamline the process of assembly. The selected 
assembly process is characterized as manual, no machines are used in the 
assembly process. The analysis was performed using the method of predefined 
times MOST, from which we gathered the necessary data. The collected data were 
interpreted using the YAMZUMI graph, the lean production methods: VSM, and 
the spaghetti diagram. 

The analysis was executed on the project of the assembly line, which consists of 
lines A and B. Figure 5 shows a map of the value flow (VSM) of the selected 
assembly line (B). The VSM map will allow us to identify wastes in the process, 
monitor VA activities (with added value) and NVA activities (without added 
value), and identify opportunities for improvement (kaizen). VSM represents the 
assembly process of line B, which consists of 2 parts (Bx, By), where 2 products 
are assembled separately, which form the finished product with the product from 
line A. The complete product, which is created by combining products from lines 
A and B is paired at the marriage station. In the value stream map, a data box is 
assigned to each assembly station. This box contains information: 

• CT – Cycle Time, 
• TT – Takt Time, 
• CTT – Company Takt Time, 

• Utilization – Operator 
utilization (%), 

• WIP – Work in Progress. 

CT represents the time within which it is possible to complete all process steps at 
the workplace and is calculated using predefined time methods – MOST. TT is a 
manufacturing term to describe the required product assembly duration that is 
needed to match the demand, in order to meet customer requirements.  
The selected assembly line does not work with 100% efficiency, but only with 
95%. This (measured) parameter is reflected in the time at which the assembly 
line must produce. This time is called the Company Takt Time (CTT). The goal of 
lean manufacturing is to synchronize CT and CTT as much as possible by 
balancing, greatly reducing the waste caused by waiting. Utilization reflects the 
percentage utilization of individual operators at the respective assembly stations. 
WIP records inventory expectations in the process. WIP is the minimum number 
of materials in stock of process which an employee needs to complete the process 
without undue waiting. However, the aim is to minimize these stocks so there 
won't be unnecessary material (waste) in inventory. 
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Figure 5 

Identified kaizens in the VSM of the current state of the B line 

The lower part of the VSM (Figure 5) shows the time axis. The beginning of the 
timeline contains 4 times - material deliveries, material receipt, material storage, 
and material consumption in supermarkets. The timeline further contains the 
assembly times for the Bx and By line, individually. The total assembly time of the 
Bx line is equal to the assembly time used to calculate the total lead time. 
Operators work at stations either directly on the line (online) or at stations near the 
assembly line (offline). This line does not contain offline stations and each station 
is served by only one operator. On By, these 2 times are different, since the By 03 
off station operates in parallel, at the same time as the By 03 station. Each station 
By 01 off, By 03 and By EOL 1/2 is operated by two operators, which we also took 
into account when calculating the total assembly time. In the calculation, we also 
took into account the backup stations on the By line 03. The timeline also displays: 

• CTT time at Marriage station (station where products from line A and B 
are paired), 

• the time required to move the finished set to the warehouse of the 
finished products, 

• the time of holding inventory in the warehouse of finished products (in 
case of problems in production, these stocks provide time to eliminate 
errors without endangering deliveries for the customer), 

• loading of finished products into the truck for dispatch, 
• the time required to transport the finished products to the customer. 
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At the end of the timeline is a data sheet illustrating: 

• total number of operators on the line B - 11 (Bx – 2, By – 8, Marriage 1) 
• VA operations (16,07 min.), 
• NVA operations (15,70 min.), 
• VAI index of operations (1,02), 
• Lead Time (2 days 19h 18 min.). 

By adding the CT of station Marriage, the stations on both lines Bx, By (stations 
where two operators work are added twice), we obtained the sum value for value-
added (VA) processes. 

The value for NVA operations is obtained as the difference of the total assembly 
time with VA operations. NVA is caused by the waste within the processes. The 
VAI value-added index is obtained with use of the formula: VAI = ƩVA / ƩNVA. 

Lead time is the result of adding the times defined on the timeline, except for the 
assembly time of the Bx line. Since both assembly lines produce the same product 
reference in parallel, the assembly time of line By is used to calculate the Lead 
Time. 

The output of VSM is a graphical representation of the value stream and the main 
indicator is the value-added index (VAI), which we obtain as a proportion of 
activities that add value to the customer with those that have no added value for 
them. 

The VSM of line B provided us with a comprehensive view of how the project 
works from the order, across production to the final shipment. Through VSM, we 
received a comprehensive analysis of the entire project, and we did not approach 
the processes individually, but as a set of all processes that are interconnected. 

The Yamazumi graf is a visual tool that helps in finding an effective employee 
cycle in the process. By interpreting the data obtained using the MOST method 
and their subsequent application to the VSM method for the purpose of a more 
detailed analysis, we compiled a Yamazumi graph (Figure 6). In addition to VA 
(value added - green) and NVA (non value added - red) operations, the Yamazumi 
chart also takes into account BVA (business value added - yellow) operations and 
untapped potential (waste caused by waiting - gray). Although these operations 
(BVA) have no value for the customer, they are necessary in the assembly 
process. The Yamazumi graph clearly shows the current utilization of operators in 
relation to the takt time and shows in detail the process operations and their 
distribution with respect to VA, NVA, BVA and untapped potential. The most 
common waste is the waste caused by scanning, for this reason it is specifically 
marked in the graph (NVA scanning - pink). 

The graph of Figure 6 shows the utilization of operators at individual stations of 
line B. It is clear from the graph that at several stations the operators are not 
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utilized effectively, mostly at the station By 03, 04 and Marriage station, where 
there is a waste caused by waiting more than 50 seconds. Significant waste caused 
by waiting is also at the By 01 off station, but these stations are ergonomically 
very demanding for operators. At the offline station By 03 off A / B, the operator 
is utilized above the Company Takt Time, and therefore there is a risk of slowing 
down the entire production process of the B line. At present, this anomaly is 
covered by employees who are best trained and able to work more efficiently than 
the time result of the MOST analysis. By compiling a value stream map and 
interpreting the predefined time data using a Yamazumi graph, we were able to 
identify the wastes that occur in the assembly process on line B. 

 
Figure 6 

Yamazumi chart showing waste including scanning on the B line 

The spaghetti diagram identifies and highlights waste caused by the excessive 
motion of operators and, compared to VSM, is only created for a specific section 
of the layout. Organizations tend to ignore the importance of workplace layout and 
operators movements within the layout. The biggest waste of motion we identified 
using VSM analysis and Yamazumi graph regarding CTT occurs on the backline 
at Bx 01, Bx 03, and By EOL 1/2. To visually illustrate the waste caused by 
motion, we created a spaghetti diagram by observing the assembly process and the 
operators (Figure 7). 

 
Figure 7 

Spaghetti diagram applied on a selected part of the B line layout 
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5 Results and Discussion 

The most frequently identified wastes based on the analysis (waiting, motion, 
overprocessing, WIP), opportunities for improvement are also marked on the 
value stream map (Figure 5) using the “Kaizen” symbol. The most significant 
opportunities to eliminate the identified waste are: 

• assembly line optimization, reduction of stocks in the process, 
• reduction of waste in assembly processes by optimizing, reducing 

overprocessing, 
• changing the layout of workplaces to reduce waste caused by excessive 

motion of operators. 

After adding up the waste that occurs when scanning on line B, we reached a 
value of 54,4 seconds. The barcode scanning process itself is not included in this 
calculation. At present, organizations mostly use a wireless barcode scanner for 
scanning purposes (see Figure 8). Scanner holders, which also serve as chargers, 
are located at operators' distances at all assembly stations. 

 
  
 
 

The German company ProGlove is a relatively young company that has been 
present on the European market since September 2016. They strive to improve, 
streamline work processes with regard to ergonomics through the application of 
digitization and the fourth industrial revolution (Industry 4.0). The company 
manufactures and distributes gloves that include a detachable scanner holder. 
There are several variants of gloves to choose from. The best choice for the 
selected analyzed assembly process according to the authors of the paper is the 
variant of gloves "MARK 2 standard" shown in Figure 9. 

The advantages of the "MARK 2 STANDARD" gloves include: 

• higher safety of operators due to the adhesion of gloves which allows a firmer 
grip of the material,  

• simple process documentation (digitization of collected data from scanning), 
• increased efficiency of processes and reduction of errors due to verification of 

parts,  
• elimination of motion waste caused by retrieving and returning the scanner to 

the holder, improved ergonomic conditions of employees. 

Figure 8  
ZEBRA wireless scanner [32] 

Figure 9  
Gloves MARK 2 standard [33] 
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By implementing this technology across Line B, it is possible to eliminate the 
waste caused by picking up and returning the scanner during the scanning process. 
The expected streamlining of assembly processes at individual stations where 
scanning is used is shown in the updated Yamazumi charts (Figure 10). 

 

Figure 10 
Yamazumi chart after implementation of a new scanning technology 

Figure 11 shows the current layout of a selected part of the By line, stations By 03, 
By 04 off, and By 04. At stations By 03 and By 04, we used the Yamazumi graph 
(Figure 6) to identify high wastes caused by waiting: 

• By 03 – 57,8 seconds,  
• By 04 – 59,2 seconds per operator. 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 12 shows the new proposed layout, which was designed based on 
rebalancing the original one (Figure 11). By moving the flow racks, which are 
necessary for assembly, and relocating the supermarkets to the other side of the 

Figure 11  
Current layout of the selected part selected 

of the B line – station By 03 and By 04 

Figure 12  
Proposed layout of the selected part of the B 

line – station By 03 and By 04 
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assembly line so that they are in direct access to the flow racks, it is possible to 
merge the By 03 station with the By 04 station. The Yamazumi graphs (Figures 13 
and 14) represent the time required to perform all station assembly processes with 
relation to the CTT before and after the optimization design. With the new layout 
proposal, it is possible to increase the percentage utilization of By 03 station 
operators from the original 54,38% to 81,14% and at the same time reduce the 
required number of Line B employees by one operator. 

         
  

 

Based on the analysis using the spaghetti diagram (Figure 7), we identified waste 
caused by excessive motion. By interpreting the data using the Yamazumi graph 
(Figure 10), we identified the waste caused by waiting at stations: 

• Bx 01 – 19,3 seconds, 

• Bx 03 – 52,3 seconds, 

• By EOL 1/2 – 35,6 seconds, 

• Marriage station – 70,9 seconds

Based on these findings, we can streamline assembly stations by changing the 
layout and balancing assembly processes between stations. We suggest changing 
the layout according to Figure 15. 

Most important step is to move the Bx assembly line closer to the Marriage station, 
and therefore also to the Bx rack. This layout change, can reduce the excessive 
motion of the Bx 03 station operator when inserting the product into the rack by 
3,6 seconds. By relocating the Bx assembly line, a new free space will be created 
behind the line. This space can be used to create a new supermarket zone that 
would be at a more acceptable distance from the By EOL 1/2 stations. By 
relocating supermarkets, we can reduce the waste caused by the motion of By EOL 
1/2 station operators by an average of 3,4 seconds. 

Figure 13  
Yamazumi graph before proposal on 

station By 03 and By 04 

Figure 14  
Yamazumi graph after proposal on station 

By 03 and By 04 
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Figure 15 

 Proposed layout of the selected part of the B line supplemented by a spaghetti diagram 

Due to high waste of waiting, it is possible to rebalance the assembly processes 
between the stations Bx 01, Bx 03, and Marriage station by moving selected parts 
of the assembly process activities of the Bx 03 station (in the duration of 7,9 sec of 
a total 13,7 sec) to the Bx 01 station. The next balancing step is to remove the 
Marriage station operator and move all his assembly processes out to the Bx 03 
station. 

Yamazumi graphs (Figures 16 and 17) represent the outcome of process 
rebalancing even though the graphs also take into account the streamlining of the 
scanning process by implementing the new Industry 4.0 technology. 

       
 

 

 

The utilization of operators on the Bx line would increase after balancing.  
The utilization of the operator of Bx 01 station would change from the original 
84,77% to 91% and of the Bx 03 station from 58,72% to 92,27%. The utilization 
of the operators of the By EOL 1/2 station would decrease from 72,69% to 71,01% 
due to the streamlining of the layout and the reduction of motion waste.  

Figure 16 
Yamazumi graph before proposal on 

station Bx 01, Bx 03, Marriage station and 
By EOL 1/2 and By 04. 

Figure 17 
Yamazumi graph proposal on station Bx 
01, Bx 03, Marriage station and By EOL 

1/2 and By 04 
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By implementing the proposal, we would be able to remove the operator of the 
Marriage station. 

As a result of Value Stream Mapping (Figure 5), we identified waste of 
overproduction. Work in progress (WIP) is located on the racks for finished 
products of the Bx and By lines. The minimum stock (3 pcs defined as a standard 
of organization) is necessary in case of errors in the assembly process. However, 
there is a maximum stock of 3 pcs in the rack of Bx products and maximum stock 
of up to 8 pcs in the rack of By line products, which creates a disparity between 
them. The creation of excess stock is caused by different assembly times of the 
assembly lines: A  – 27,45 minutes, Bx  – 6,34 minutes, By – 14,78 minutes. 

The reduction of stocks in the Bx rack is ensured by changing the BT printing 
(orders). BT is not printed at station Bx 01 at the time of receipt of orders, but only 
after scanning BT at station A 14. This change provides space to assemble the 
required product (Bx) only when it’s needed due to shorter line assembly time.  
It also contributes to reducing work in progress. 

BT is printed at the moment of receiving the order on the By line (By 1 off).  
The same reference of the main product is mounted in parallel on line A and line 
By in spite of different assembly times of the lines. By proposing to use the same 
principle of BT printing on the By line, and Bx line, it would be possible to reduce 
WIP. Whereas there is a longer time of By line compared to Bx line, authors of the 
paper propose to print BT on station By 01 off at the moment of scanning BT on 
station A 07. By proposing a change of BT printing on the RSB line, we would be 
able to reduce stocks in the By racks from 8 pcs. to 3pcs. 

 
Figure 18 

VSM map of B line after implementing proposals 
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Figure 18 shows the future Value Stream Map for line B after the implementation 
of each proposal. 

By implementing proposals - balancing assembly stations, changing layouts, and 
implementing selected Industry 4.0 technologies, the organization would be able 
to: 

• reduce the number of operators on line B from 11 to 9, reduce labor costs, 
• reduce the time of VA operations from 16,07 minutes to 13,15 minutes, 
• reduce the value of the VAI index from 1,02 to 0,84, 
• eliminate identified wastes, streamline assembly processes, 
• improve the ergonomic conditions of employees, 
• reduce WIP, optimize the percentage utilization of operators. 

Conclusion 

The link between Lean production and Industry 4.0 implementation can be 
identified at a glance. Lean production is considered an important building block 
of digitalization of organisations. Comparing obtained mean values of lean 
production utilisation with results of surveys using same scale and instrument for 
examining management tools utilisation, reveals that lean production is not 
amongtop ten used management tools in Central Europe, implying a relative low 
readiness for Industry 4.0 implementation [34]. It is necessary to realize that the 
implementation of lean manufacturing as well as the principles and methods of 
Industry 4.0 into business is a strategic decision of the company's top 
management. Based on the findings, it is possible to declare that Industry 4.0 
technologies and Lean Manufacturing methods can be integrated. This integration 
can multiply the effect of their use - streamlining production, improving 
processes, working conditions and all activities that lead to a leaner production. 
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